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Abstract—When security vulnerabilities are discovered in
hypervisors, cloud providers are facing a dilemma: patching
hypervisors requires system rebooting or module reloading,
thus incurs service downtime, on the other hand, not patching
hypervisors incurs high security risks. To address this problem,
we present a novel approach called TwinHype, which runs two
hypervisors on the same physical machine. When upgrading,
the virtual machines on one hypervisor can be migrated onto
the other one to reduce service downtime. After the upgrading,
the virtual machines can then be migrated back to the original
hypervisor. Compared with traditional migration solutions, our
approach has two advantages: first, the service downtime is highly
reduced; second, the non-trivial network traffic in traditional
migration solutions is eliminated.
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Fig. 1: Architecture of Traditional Hypervisor

I NTRODUCTION

As the foundation of cloud computing, virtualization technology has drawn plenty of attentions from both academia and
industry. The common practice of virtualization is that hypervisor runs multiple virtual machines on top of the same physical
machine. However, when hypervisors need to be upgraded,
virtual machine users may need to tolerate a certain amount of
downtime. It is unpleasant, but unfortunately, even the leading
cloud providers, like Amazon, IBM, and Rackspace, have
been reported to require their customers to experience nonnegligible downtime [2]. In a recent survey, over 18% of IBM
Softlayer customers reported a downtime of over one hour [6].
As a result, 29% of surveyed Softlayer customers claimed that
they are considering other cloud providers [1], [6].
Thus far, even leading cloud providers have not come up
with a reasonable solution to address such problem. One of
the major reasons that hypervisors need to be upgraded is
that, as hypervisors have become more complex than ever
before, security vulnerabilities have become more likely to
be introduced. In fact, in recent years, security vulnerabilities
in various mainstream hypervisors have been discovered and
reported on a regular basis [3], [5], [1]. When these vulnerabilities are reported, cloud providers have no choice other than
fixing them by patching hypervisor software.
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Fig. 2: Architecture of TwinHype

To address the aforementioned problem, we present TwinHype, which enables two hypervisor instances to run on top
of the same physical machine. In this way, when patching one
hypervisor, the affected virtual machines can be migrated to the
second one. The downtime introduced by the upgrade could be
reduced or even eliminated since both hypervisors are running
on top of the same physical machine. When the upgrade
is completed, the virtual machines can be migrated back to
the original hypervisor. Compared to existing virtual machine
migration solutions, another advantage of our approach is
that the non-trivial network traffic incurred by existing virtual
machine migration solutions [1], [4] could be avoided, as the
result that the migration is occurring on the same physical
machine.

II.

steps: 1. We launch 2 virtual machines respectively on both
Hypervisor A and Hypervisor B, and we call them VM1,
VM2, VM3, VM4; 2. We try to patch Hypervisor A to fix
a security vulnerability. To achieve this and avoid downtime,
we migrate virtual machines VM1, VM2 to Hypervisor B, and
then conduct the patching task; 3. We migrate VM1, VM2
, VM3, VM4 back to Hypervisor A, and patch Hypervisor
B; 4. We migrate VM3, VM4 back to Hyperviosr B. After
the experiments, both Hypervisor A and Hypervisor B are
upgraded, with the security vulnerability fixed, yet none of
the aforementioned virtual machines have experienced any
downtime.

A RCHITECTURE AND I MPLEMENTATION

Figure 2 shows the system structure of TwinHype. In the
traditional virtualization model, as shown in Figure 1, there is
only one hypervisor instance running on the physical machine.
The hypervisor is responsible for partitioning the physical
machine to make it act like multiple real machines. However, in
the TwinHype model, there are two hypervisors – Hypervisor
A and Hypervior B, and virtual machines can either run on
top of Hypervisor A, or on top of Hypervisor B.
Our implementation is based on Linux Kernel-based Virtual
Machine (KVM) hypervisor. In a typical KVM model, the
hypervisor is implemented as a kernel module of the host
Linux system. Each virtual machine is treated as a normal
process, and is scheduled by the standard Linux scheduler.
To enable two almost-identical KVM modules running on
the same physical machine, we modify the original KVM
code and extend it to be compatible with the original KVM
implementation. Two major changes are:
•

•

We will show a live demonstration of the upgrade procedure, including the patching and the migration procedure.
IV.

We present TwinHype, a new solution for cloud providers,
not only enabling cloud providers to upgrade hypervisors
without incurring significant downtime to their customers, but
also helping them avoid the non-trivial network traffic caused
by traditional migration schemes. We believe that this new
model will benefit cloud customers as well as cloud providers.

Normally, KVM exposes its virtualization capabilities
via a character device /dev/kvm, and user space
tools like QEMU can interact with the KVM module
via its APIs to create and run virtual machines. To
accommodate a second hypervisor, we modify the current KVM module code to create a separate device file
/dev/kvm2, and also add a new commandline option
for QEMU, so that it can run with the second KVM
module and work collaboratively. Consequently, in the
TwinHype model, /dev/kvm and /dev/kvm2 serve
as two different communication channels, and each
of them will be used by its corresponding hypervisor
and the user space daemon. In this way, the two
hypervisors are isolated, and thus not interfere with
each other.
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